
ALVIN®

Artist’s Tapes
Easy-to-use, white, pressure-sensitive 
paper tape is ideal for masking errors and 
making corrections in either ink or pencil 
and on just about any surface including 
artwork, photographic negatives, drafting 
papers, and design boards. Removes 
cleanly from most surfaces. Leaves no 
shadow when photocopied. Bright white 
and pH neutral. Acid-free. Supplied 
individually shrink-wrapped.

No. Description  SRP
10 yards, 1½" core
2500 3/4"   $4.45 ea

60 yards, 3" core
2500-A 1/2"   12.40 ea 
2500-B 3/4"   15.95 ea 
2500-C 1"   20.05 ea 
2500-D 1/4"   8.50 ea

ALVIN®

Drafting Tapes
Smooth, low tack surface that allows 
T-squares and triangles to glide over 
drawings without hanging up. When 
removed, it leaves no stain, no sticky 
particles, no abraded surface. 60-yard rolls 
are individually shrink-wrapped.

No. Description  SRP
10 yards, 1½" core, boxed
2300 3/4"   $6.95 ea

60 yards, 3" core
2300-A 1/2"   7.45 ea 
2300-B 3/4"   9.50 ea 
2300-C 1"   12.65 ea

ALVIN®

Drafting Strips
Contains 550 drafting strips,  
each 3/8" x 1½". Supplied in a convenient 
pull-tab dispenser that dispenses two 
strips simultaneously. 

No. DS125 
SRP $11.95 ea

ALVIN®

Drafting Dots Display
Size: 10"w x 9"h x 6¾"d 
Contents: 12 pieces of DM123

No. DM123D  
SRP $130.99

ALVIN®

Drafting Strips Display
Size: 10"w x 9"h x 6¾"d 
Contents: 12 pieces of DS125

No. DS125D 
SRP $142.99

ALVIN®

Double-Sided Tapes
Two adhesive surfaces that hold firmly 
to any smooth surface and release at a 
touch. Can be used instead of liquid glue 
for temporary mounting. Ideal for mounting 
repro films where lack of space precludes 
use of normal adhesive tapes. 1" width is  
recommended for attaching VYCO board 
covers. 36-yard rolls are individually 
shrink-wrapped.

No. Description  SRP
36 yards, 3" core
2400 1/2"  $10.65 ea 
2400-A 3/4"   14.35 ea 
2400-B 1"   18.30 ea

25 feet, 1½" core, boxed
2400-C 1"   8.95 ea

ALVIN®

Double-Sided  
Tape Display
Size: 10"w x 9½"h x 7¼"d 
Contents: 24 pieces of 2400-C (1")

No. 2400CD  
SRP $197.20

ALVIN®

Drafting Dots
Contains 500 drafting  
dots, each 7/8" in  
diameter. Supplied in  
a convenient pull-tab dispenser. 

No. DM123 
SRP $10.95 ea

FROG TAPE®

Tapes
Treated with PaintBlock technology, a 
super-absorbent polymer which reacts 
with latex paint and instantly gels to form 
a micro-barrier that seals the edges of the 
tape, preventing paint bleed. The result? 
Very sharp paint lines! Multi-surface 
features medium adhesion for use on 
cured painted walls, wood trim, glass, 
and metal and 21-day removal. Delicate 
surface features light adhesion for use 
on freshly painted walls, wallpaper, faux 
finishes, and primed wallboard and  
60-day removal.

No. Description  SRP
Multi-surface, 60 yards
FT1358463 .94"  $8.60 ea 
FT1358465 1.41"  12.25 ea

Delicate surface, 60 yards

FT280220 .94"  8.60 ea

3M
Masking 
Tape
Utility masking tape for labeling, bundling, 
wrapping, and mounting. 60-yard rolls.

No. Description  SRP
2600 1/2"  $1.85 rl 
2600-B 1"  3.09 rl

ALVIN®

General Purpose Masking Tapes 
The most commonly used tapes in the 
studio, drafting room, home, or office, 
providing a firm hold on virtually any 
surface, yet releases cleanly. 60-yard rolls 
with 3" cores. Individually shrink-wrapped.

No. Description  SRP
2200 1/2"  $3.35 ea 
2200-A 3/4"   4.60 ea 
2200-B 1"  6.25 ea
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GORILLA®

Tape
Tough, rugged tape is more than just 
duct tape. Rugged and weather-resistant 
tape withstands moisture, UV rays, and 
temperature extremes. Tough, reinforced 
backing makes for a hefty tape, but can 
still be ripped by hand as needed. Double-
thick adhesive grips smooth, rough, and 
uneven surfaces. Black.

No. Description SRP
G60012 1.88" x 12 yds. $7.39 ea 
G61001 1" x 30'  4.15 ea

SCOTCHBLUE™
Painters’ Tape
Versatile, medium adhesion level tape is 
perfect for painted surfaces, glass, metal, 
and woodwork. It can stay on a surface  
for up to 14 days, yet removes easily 
without adhesive transfer or surface 
damage – even on glass exposed to  
direct sunlight! Suitable for interior and 
exterior use. 3" core. 1.88" x 60 yds.

No. Description  SRP
2090 3/4" x 60 yds.  $5.30 ea 
2090-A 1" x 60 yds.  6.40 ea 
2090-B 1.88" x 60 yds.   13.25 ea

DUCK TAPE®

Utility Grade Silver Tape
Utility-grade cloth tape is 8 mil thick. 
Features a super-thick, heavy-duty natural 
rubber adhesive applied to a waterproof 
cloth backing. Excellent cross tearability 
for one-handed applications. Perfect for 
thousands of repairs. 1.88" x 55 yards.

No.1118393 
SRP $6.75 ea

DUCK TAPE®

Color™ Tapes
High performance strength and adhesion 
characteristics. Excellent for repairs, color-
coding, fashion, crafting, and imaginative 
projects. Tears easily by hand without 
curling and conforms to uneven surfaces. 

No. Description
10 yard roll
DT280748  Metallic gold 
DT1303158  Metallic chrome 
SRP $6.60 ea  

15 yard rolls
DT1061070  Neon yellow 
DT1265016  Neon pink 
DT1265018  Neon green 
DT1265019  Neon orange 
SRP $6.60 ea   

20 yard rolls
DT1265013  Black 
DT1265014  Red 
DT1265015  White 
DT1265017  Purple 
DT1265020  Aqua 
DT1303155  Beige 
DT1304959  Blue 
DT1304965  Brown 
DT1304966  Yellow 
DT1304968  Green 
DT1311000  Light blue 
DT1311061  Maroon 
SRP $6.60 ea   

DUCK TAPE®

Heavy-Duty Clear Tape
Crystal-clear packaging tape has 2.6 mil 
thickness for heavy-duty box sealing. 
Designed for a wide temperature 
application range. Ultraviolet resistant to 
reduce aging and yellowing. Meets postal 
regulations. 1.88" x 54.6 yards. 

No. 297438 
SRP $4.30 ea

DUCK TAPE®

Low Lead  
Vinyl Electrical Tape
Premium black vinyl electrical tape is 7 
mil thick. Suitable for use up to 600V and 
flame retardant up to 176° F. UL Listed. 
3/4" x 60 ft. x .007 in.

No. 1287503 
SRP $1.55 ea

SCOTCH®

Fast Tack Tapes
These tapes yield hard paint lines because 
they bond firmly, yet remove easily leaving 
no residue behind. Designed specifically 
for stretching to create curved edges. 
10-yard rolls.

No. Description  SRP
FA2010 For canvas, 3/4"  $5.15 rl 
FA2020 Low tack, 3/4"   5.15 rl 
FA2038 For curves, 1/8"  5.60 rl

DUCK TAPE®

Standard 3" Core 
Tape Gun Dispenser
Commercial-grade pistol  
grip tape gun dispenser features a durable 
metal housing and an adjustable tension 
control knob for smooth operation and 
reduced operator fatigue. Designed for 
2" wide, 3" core tape, such as duck tape 
heavy duty clear tape (#297438).

No. 394600 
SRP $14.15 ea

SCOTCH®

Dry Erase Removable Tape
A removable tape that’s easy to use. 
Just cut, peel and stick. Write-on with a 
standard dry erase marker. Erase with 
a tissue, cloth or dry eraser. Great for 
crafting, decorating and labeling.

No. 1905R-DE-WHT 
SRP $8.45 ea

GORILLA  
GLUE®

Clear Repair Tape
Crystal clear, heavy duty tape made with 
a specially formulated backing for extreme 
durability. It features the strength of Gorilla 
Tape in a weatherproof, airtight, tape that 
won’t yellow outdoors. Unlike most duct 
tapes, it is easy to tear by hand and can be 
applied to wet surfaces. Fix, patch, seal, 
hold and protect almost any surface with a 
crystal-clear appearance for a perfect fix 
every time.

No. G60270 
SRP $10.99 ea

CHARTPAK®

Graphic Tape
Create even, solid lines for charts  
and decorations. 

No.  Description  SRP
Black matte
BG6201M 1/16" x 648"  $9.95 ea 
BG1251M 1/8" x 324"  10.75 ea 
BG2501M 1/4" x 324"  12.10 ea

White matte
BG6210M 1/16" x 648"  9.95 ea 
BG12510M 1/8" x 324"  10.75 ea

Black gloss
BG6201 1/16" x 648"  9.95 ea 
BG1251 1/8" x 324"  10.75 ea 
BG2501 1/4" x 324"  12.10 ea 
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ALVIN®

Heavy-Duty Tape Dispenser
A heavy-duty weighted tape dispenser 
of contemporary design. Made of high 
impact-resistant plastic. For use with tape 
up to 3/4" wide, both in 1" and 3" core size. 
Light gray.

No. 25 
SRP $16.50 ea

SCOTCH®

Double-Stick Tapes
Linerless, self-sticking adhesive on both 
sides. Use for decorating and crafts at 
home or at the office. Photo safe. 

No. Description  SRP
1/2" wide
136 250"  $2.99 ea 
137 450"  4.85 ea

3/4" wide
237 300"  5.45 ea

SCOTCH®

Scrapbooking Tape
This double-sided, removable tape is 
totally acid-free and perfect for mounting 
pictures, documents, and memorabilia. It is 
independently laboratory-tested to be safe 
for use on photos. 1/2" x 300" roll.

No. 2002 
SRP $8.99 ea

SCOTCH®

Photo & Document Tape
Double-stick tape is perfect for mounting 
pictures, documents, and memorabilia. It is 
independently laboratory-tested to be safe 
for use on photos. 1/2" x 300" roll.

No. 002 
SRP $8.25 ea

SCOTCH®

Magic™ Tape
This tape is virtually invisible on paper  
and won’t show on copies. It pulls off 
the roll smoothly, cuts easily and resists 
splitting, tearing, yellowing, cracking, and 
drying out.

No. Description  SRP
With dispenser
105 3/4" x 300"   $2.05 ea 
 (8.33 yards) 
122 3/4" x 650"   4.10 ea 
 (18 yards)

Boxed, no dispenser
810 3/4" x 1296"  4.90 ea 
 (36 yards)

X-PRESS IT®

Double-Sided High Tack Tapes
This double-sided tape is heat resistant, 
great for instant hemming, and works well 
on surfaces that will also be embossed. 
This tape has an extremely strong hold, 
and performs well on a variety of surfaces 
including metals, glass, wood, paper, 
plastic, and fabric.

No. Description  SRP
DSH3 1/8" x 27-yard roll  $2.60 ea 
DSH6 1/4" x 55-yard roll  3.95 ea 
DSH12 1/2" x 55-yard roll  5.20 ea

GRAFIX®

Artist-Tac™
High tack, permanent, dry adhesive 
sheets. Excess tack can be rubbed off. 
Great for translucent media. 25/pack.

No. Description  SRP 
KATP559-25 5½" x 9"  $17.35 pk 
KATP8511-25 8½" x 11"  29.90 pk 
KATP1117-25 11" x 17"  45.70 pk

Reinforcer  
Edging Machine
An easy-to-use system that protects 
important drawings and documents by 
applying edge-binding tapes. Machine 
adjusts for paper thickness and works with 
tape roll core diameters of 1a" and 2" and 
tape widths of 1/2" and 3/4". Comes with  
a clamp made of high-impact plastic for 
securing to tables or work surfaces up to 
1½" thick. A stainless steel tape trimmer 
neatly trims tape.

No. 5499 
SRP $294.00 ea

Reinforced  
Edge-Binding Tapes
Made from a tear-proof PVC material 
that protects and color-codes valuable 
drawings and documents. Rolls are 1/2" 
wide by 80 feet long and have a core size 
of 13⁄8". Packaged and sold 10/box.

No.  Color
121BK Black 
121RD Red 
121BL Blue 
121WT White 
SRP $127.99 bx

GORILLA GLUE®

White Gorilla Tape
3X stronger for a hold that lasts. Made with 
double-thick adhesive, strong reinforced 
backing, a tough all-weather shell and 
UV resistance to prevent yellowing. Great 
for projects and repairs both indoors and 
out. Sticks to smooth, rough and uneven 
surfaces, including wood, stone, stucco, 
brick, metal and vinyl.

No. G60100 
SRP $8.20 ea

3M
Clear Double-Sided  
Mounting Tape 
This permanent, thick, double-sided, 
virtually invisible, UV resistant tape is 
designed to hold up items both indoors 
and out. Every 4 inches of tape can hold  
1 lb. of weight.

No. 410 
SRP $6.60 ea
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GRAFIX® 
Double Tack Mounting Films
Two-sided adhesive film. Peel and stick for 
edge to edge coverage. Available in large 
sheets for oversized prints and other works 
of art. Smaller sheets are perfect for paper 
crafts, school projects, collages, mounting 
artwork, and creating multi-layered effects. 
Acid-free. 25-pack.

No.  Description  SRP
SDT1824 18" x 24"  $148.99 pk 
SDT2436 24" x 36"  272.80 pk

CANSON®

Archival Self-Adhesive  
Photo Corners & Squares
An exciting variety of colors; a necessary 
accessory. Use to attach or accent photos.

No. Description
Bagged, 252 pieces
C100510395 Black 
C100510397 White 
C100510399 Kraft 
C100510401 Gold 
C100510403 Ivory 
C100510405 Silver 
SRP $5.95 pk

Boxed
C100510368 Clear corners, 250/box 
C100510369 Squares, 500/box 
SRP $5.50 pk

LINECO®

Archival Materials
For professional framing, hobby, or office use.  
Materials for mounting, repairing, cleaning, and  
preserving. Ideal for prints, photos, postcards, or  
any paper item. All products are acid-free with a  
neutral pH.

No. Description Dimensions  SRP
L5331025 Water-activated gummed linen tape 1" x 360"  $17.10 ea 
L5331015 Safe acrylic self-adhesive linen tape 1¼" x 400"  18.99 ea 
L5330751 Water-activated gummed  1" x 130'  12.20 ea 
 frame/hinging tape    
L5334015 Archival mylar see-through mounting strips 4", 60-pack  19.70 ea 
9010198 Document repair tape, very thin  1" x 400"  13.70 ea 
 self-adhesive tissue 
L5330017 Transparent mending tape,  1/2" x 600"  12.10 ea 
 very thin self-adhesive tissue 
9011007 Neutral pH liquid adhesive 4 oz.  6.45 ea 
9011008 Neutral pH liquid adhesive 8 oz.  9.75 ea

UHU®

Tac 
Removable Adhesive Puttys
Adheres paper or small objects to most 
materials and surfaces including wood, 
tile, glass, metal, plaster, plastic, porcelain, 
cinderblock, and more. Easy-to-use 
alternative to tape, nails, tacks, and 
staples. Safe, clean, and non-toxic. 

No. Description  SRP
U99681 Block, 3 oz.   $3.95 ea 
U99683 Tabs, 2.1 oz.   3.40 ea

PIONEER® 
Self-Adhesive  
Metal Military Medallions
Each card has a 2" medallion. 

SRP $3.35 ea

WESTCOTT®

Letter Craft™ 
Permanent Vinyl Lettering
Easy to use professional lettering. Sharp 
smooth edges. Coated with permanent 
adhesive on back. Ultra durable vinyl for 
indoor or outdoor use.

No. Description  SRP 
Helvetica, black
V15851 1"  $4.99 pk 
V15852 2"  7.35 pk 
V15853 3"  10.20 pk

Helvetica, white
V15861 1"  4.99 pk 
V15862 2"  7.30 pk 
V15863 3"  10.20 pk

Franklin gothic, black
V15854 4"  10.80 pk 
V15855 6"  21.10 pk

Franklin gothic, white
V15864 4"  10.80 pk 
V15865 6"  21.05 pk
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TOMBOW®

Mono® Tape Runners
Smooth line adhesive and refills both 39.3'. 
Easy to refill with snap-in cartridge – no 
threading! Acid-free, ideal for use with 
memory albums and archival materials. 

No. Description  SRP
62201 Permanent  $8.39 ea 
 runner 
62203 Repositionable  8.39 ea 
 runner

PIONEER® 
Letter Stickers
Acid-free gold, silver or black durable 
plastic letters easily mount to most 
surfaces. 242 characters, 1⁄4" to 3⁄8" 
in size. One upper case and one lower 
case sheet per package. Includes letters, 
numbers and punctuation.

SRP $2.85 pk

UHU® 
Stic Glue Sticks
A unique non-toxic formula in a lipstick 
applicator for paper, fabric, or photographs. 
White, dries clear.

No. Description  SRP
U99648 0.28 oz.  $1.20 ea 
U99649 0.75 oz.  2.60 ea 
U99655 1.25 oz.  3.70 ea

SCOTCH® 
Repositionable  
Glue Stick 
Acid-free, non-toxic, washable, 
and photo safe. Adhesive goes  
on clear and dries clear. 
Restickable glue stick enables 
user to adhere items securely 
yet remove them easily. .40 oz.

No. 6314 
SRP $2.70 ea

ELMER’S®

Instant Krazy 
Glue® 
Single-Use 
Tubes
Convenient single-
use applicators 
of liquid glue for 
wood, plastic, 
metal, rubber, 
glass, ceramic, etc. Twist the self-piercing 
nozzle to open, use, and throw away. 
Convenient storage case. Small enough 
for purse, briefcase, or toolbox. 4-pack.

No. KG820 
SRP $5.05 pk

GORILLA GLUE®

Super Glues
Heavy-duty strength is faster and stronger 
than original foaming glue. Impact-tough 
formula has unique rubber particles to 
increase impact resistance and strength. 
Fast setting (10-30 seconds) and 
temperature resistant. Includes anti-clog 
cap with metal pin to clean nozzle and 
let air out. Bonds wood, metal, ceramic, 
rubber, leather, paper, most plastics, and 
more. Dries translucent. 0.53 oz. bottles.

No. Description SRP  
G76001 Gel  $5.99 ea 
G78050 Liquid  5.99 ea

GORILLA  
GLUE®

Clear Glue
The strength and 
versatility you have 
come to expect 
from Gorilla Glue 
is now available in 
an easy to use, crystal clear, non-foaming 
formula. Incredibly strong, ideal for indoor 
and outdoor applications and bonds 
virtually everything.

No. G45001 
SRP $9.95 ea

GORILLA  
GLUE®

Super Glue 
with Brush  
and Nozzle
Two easy ways to  
dispense for  
control and accuracy.  
Features a precision  
tip nozzle and fine  
bristle brush that allow the user to control 
their super glue application, making it 
perfect for any project. Developed for 
long-lasting repairs in an instant, it dries 
in 10–45 seconds and is reinforced with 
rubber for increased impact resistance. 
Impact-Tough® because it stands up to 
wear and tear. In addition to its high-
performance formula, we’ve added an anti-
clog cap with a metal pin inside to ensure 
an airtight seal for maximum reusability. 
Works on a variety of materials, including 
metal, fabric, stone, ceramic, paper, rubber 
and more. It’s Gorilla tough, every time.

No. G75001 
SRP $7.65 ea

GORILLA 
GLUE®

Clear Grip
Flexible, fast-setting, crystal clear contact 
adhesive that creates a strong, permanent 
bond. Paintable and waterproof, making 
it great for projects both inside and out! 
Build, create, repair!

No. G80400 
SRP $8.20 ea

QUICKIE  
GLUE™
Pen Cup  
Display
Size: 3¼"w x 9¼"h x 3¼"d 
Contents: 24 pieces of 38480

No. S38481D  
SRP $71.76

QUICKIE GLUE™
Pen
Glue in a ball-point barrel. A permanent or 
temporary bond is possible in a generous 
0.7mm line. Shake-free and squeeze-free.

No. 38480 
SRP $2.99 ea

SCOTCH®

Super Glue  
Liquid
Fast-drying adhesive in a convenient . 
18 oz squeeze bottle. Bonds to wood, 
metal, leather, ceramic, rubber,  
some plastics, and more. Pointed tip  
for precise application.

No. MAD110 
SRP $4.05 ea
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Mono® Aqua Liquid Glue
Dual applicators in one ergonomic 
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Strong, permanent bond that goes on 
clear and dries clear. Use to apply fabric to 
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ELMER’S®

Glue-All®  
Multi-Purpose Liquid Glues
Glue-All is THE multi-purpose glue for all 
uses around the house including repairs, 
crafts, and school projects. Use for most 
porous materials such as paper, cloth, and 
leather, and semi-porous materials such  
as wood and pottery. Fast-drying, dries 
clear. Safe, non-toxic. Repositionable 
before setting. 

No. Description  SRP
E1322 4 oz.   $3.25 ea 
E1324 7s oz.   5.15 ea 
E1321 16 oz.   9.35 ea 
E1326 1 gallon  38.99 ea 

MOD PODGE® 
Glue, Sealer,  
and Finish
Glue it! Create it!  
Create decoupage creations with this 
all-in-one glue, sealer, and finish. Use on 
fashion accessories, decorative home 
accents, functional furniture, wall art, 
cardmaking, scrapbooking, altered art, and 
so much more! Convenient and well loved 
for its flexibilty, versatility, and supreme 
ease of use. Waterbased, which means it 
is easy to clean up, and non-toxic, perfect 
for younger crafters. Original formula, 8 oz.

No. Description
PLCS11301 Matte 
PLCS11201 Gloss 
SRP $6.25 ea

ALEENE'S®

Max Tacky 
Adhesive
A non-foaming, water 
and UV-resistant, clear 
adhesive. Use indoors 
or outdoors on non-oily 
surfaces such as wood, 
metal, stone, ceramic, 
most plastics, glass, and 
more. Low odor. 4 oz.

No. D31200 
SRP $8.99 ea

ALEENE’S®

Wood Glue
Professional formula is 
great for model building 
projects and general wood 
repairs. 4 oz. 

No. D15623 
SRP $2.70 ea

ALEENE’S®

Turbo Tacky Glue®

Stronger and faster drying 
than Original Tacky Glue 
and is acid-free, photo-
safe, and non-toxic. 4 oz.

No. D28492 
SRP $4.50 ea

ALEENE’S®

Original Tacky Glue®

Dries clear and flexible. 

No. Description  SRP
D8-2 4 oz.   $2.99 ea 
D8-10 8 oz.   4.50 ea

ALEENE’S®

Clear Gel  
Tacky Glue®

Goes on clear and dries  
clear and strong. 4 oz.

No. D6-2 
SRP $2.99 ea

ALEENE’S®

Quick Dry  
Tacky Glue®

The quickest drying,  
fastest tacking glue  
available. 4 oz.

No. D7-2 
SRP $2.99 ea

ELMER'S®

Carpenter's®  
Wood Glue
Glue sets fast and bonds 
strong, and is sandable 
and paintable. Easy to 
clean with water. 8 oz.

No. E7010 
SRP $4.99 ea

MIDWEST
Balsa and  
Basswood Glue
A white wood glue 
that’s non-toxic and 
has no objectionable 
odors. Best for aviation 
models, structures, and 
transportation models. Dries clear. 1 oz. 

No. MWS259 
SRP $1.59 ea

SCOTCH®

Clear Glue  
in 2-Way  
Applicator
Precisely dispenses  
just the right amount  
of glue. Use the dauber  
end when you need to  
cover a large area,  
and use the precision tip for accuracy and 
expert results. Permanent adhesive dries 
clear. Photo safe and non-toxic. Great for 
most papers, foam core, poster boards, 
card stock, cardboard, and most woods. 
Excellent for paper, craft projects and more.

No. 6044-0  
SRP $2.75 ea

S08

GORILLA GLUE®

Wood Glue
An adhesive that woodworkers, carpenters 
and hobbyists trust for their woodworking 
projects. PVA glue offers the benefits of an 
easy-to use, water-based adhesive, with 
Gorilla strength. Incredibly water resistant. 
Dries a natural color that offers an invisible 
bond line for your projects.

No. Description  SRP  
G62020  4 oz.  $4.25 ea 
G62000 8 oz.  NEW  5.59 ea

G62020

G62000

ELMER’S® 
Washable Liquid School Glues
Perfect for school projects, crafts, and  
light home repair. AP seal, non-toxic,  
and washable.

No. Description  SRP
Clear
E309 9 oz.  NEW  $7.09 ea 
E2024691 1 quart  NEW  14.85 ea 
E2022931 1 gallon  NEW  44.63 ea

White
E304 4 oz.   2.49 ea 
E308 7s oz.   3.89 ea 
E2024692 16 oz.  NEW  5.95 ea 
E2024678 1 quart  NEW  10.38 ea

S08

SCOTCH®

Maximum  
Strength  
Adhesive
Durable clear adhesive  
that works on a  
variety of surfaces.  
Outstanding for fabric  
and wood. Also good  
for ceramics, leather,  
tile, brick, paper, etc.  
Comes with a pointed tip for precise 
application. 30ml tube.

No. 6047 
SRP $6.10 ea
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SOBO® 
Liquid Glues
All purpose white glue is non-toxic, 
odorless, and dries clear. Ideal for school 
projects, crafts, and general household 
use. Recommended for porous and semi-
porous materials including paper, wood, 
ceramics, beads, sequins, chenille, leather, 
and feathers.

No. Description  SRP
SOBO-4 4 oz.  $3.40 ea 
SOBO-8 8 oz.  5.75 ea 
SOBO-16 16 oz.  10.35 ea

WELDBOND®

Universal Adhesive
Recommended for many types of 
wood, it gives amazing flexibility to glue 
joints. Use on hard or soft woods, foam, 
plastics, stained glass, mosaics and tile. 
Formulation can be reduced with water  
for sealing porous areas or used as a 
primer prior to painting. Latex-free,  
non-toxic and acid-free.

No. Description  SRP
8-50160 5.4 oz.   $8.45 ea 
8-50420 14.2 oz.   13.75 ea

GORILLA GLUE®

Original Foaming Glue  
2oz. Display
Size: 8¼"w x 7¼"h x 11"d  
Contents: 16 pieces of G50002 (2 oz.)

No. G50002D  
SRP $122.95

GORILLA GLUE®

Original Foaming Glue
Incredibly strong formula expands 3-4x, 
so a little glue goes a long way. 100% 
waterproof so it won't break down when 
exposed to moisture. Temperature 
resistant so glue is unaffected by extreme 
heat or cold. Versatile for most household 
fixes and building repairs; indoors or 
outdoors. Bonds wood, stone, metal, 
ceramic, foam, glass, concrete, and more 
and is also paintable, stainable, and 
sandable for easy finishing! Dries light tan.

No. Description  SRP
G50002 2 oz.   $7.39 ea 
G50004 4 oz.   10.99 ea

DUCK TAPE®

Adhesive  
Remover
Removes adhesive  
residue, tar, caulk,  
gum, crayon, and  
more. One-step, no-mess  
applicator with built-in scraper. 5.45 oz.

No. DT527263 
SRP $10.85 ea

BEST TEST®

Paper Cement
Specially-blended formula that uses  
premium white rubber. Will not shrink  
or wrinkle the paper when adhering.  
A true adhesive, it dries quickly and  
clear. Easy to apply and easy to clean  
up! Ideal for mounting, paper crafts,  
leather-work, scrap-booking and more.  
Acid-free. 

No. Description  SRP  
Jar
138 4 oz.  $5.79 ea 
139 8 oz.  9.99 ea

S08

BEST TEST®

Rubber Cement
Specially formulated for office and  
school use. Use for bonding of paper  
and paper products. Perfect for  
mounting, collage, scrap-booking  
and more. Will not shrink, wrinkle or  
curl paper. Acid-free.

No. Description  SRP 
Jar
148 4 oz.  $3.79 ea 
150 8 oz.  6.29 ea

BEST TEST®

One Coat Rubber Cement
Excellent pressure-sensitive rubber 
cement developed for commercial and 
fine art applications. Remains tacky when 
applied to one surface, allowing work to 
be re-positioned quickly and cleanly many 
times while still remaining firmly in place. 
Acid-free.

No. Description  SRP  
439 8 oz.  $10.29 ea 
402 32 oz.  21.62 ea 
403 1 gallon  60.26 ea

S08

S08

BESTINE®

Adhesive Remover
Originally formulated for the thinning 
and reducing of rubber cement, it is 
also ideal for cleaning most surfaces. 
Cleans up inks, spray adhesive and is an 
excellent parts cleaner. A reliable choice 
for removing decals and labels from all 
types of surfaces, including most plastics. 
Acid-free.

No. Description  SRP  
201S 16 oz.  $13.95 ea 
202 32 oz.  19.99 ea

S08

No. Description  SRP  
Can
101 16 oz.  13.29 ea 
102 32 oz.  20.99 ea 
103 1 gallon  58.50 ea

No. Description  SRP 
Can
141 16 oz.  10.54 ea 
142 32 oz.  15.99 ea 
143 1 gallon  49.99 ea
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Foam and modeling boards can 
be found on pages 285-287.

Find balsa wood on page 288.
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ELMER'S® 
Craftbond® Rubber Cement
Perfect for your craft projects. It is acid-free 
and photo safe, so it is great for artwork or 
photos. It has a brush on applicator. This 
rubber cement is wrinkle-free and dries 
clear with temporary or permanent bond. 
4 oz.

No. E425 
SRP $3.29 ea

ELMER'S® 
No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement
An easy solution for adhering photos and 
detailed cut and paste projects. Excess 
glue rubs off cleanly, and shows no 
wrinkles as it dries! Dries clear. Acid-free 
and photo safe. 231 and E904 include 
brush applicator. 

No. Description  SRP
E904 4 oz.  $3.59 ea 
231 8 oz.  6.49 ea  
232 16 oz.  11.75 ea 
233 1 qt.  18.05 ea 
234 1 gal.  64.90 ea

Rubber  
Cement 
Dispensers
These plastic  
containers feature  
an adjustable- 
depth brush as an  
integral part of cap.

No. Description  SRP
300P 8 oz.  $20.50 ea 
500P 16 oz.  21.40 ea

ALVIN®

Rubber Cement Pik-Up
For easy removal of excess rubber  
cement from small areas. 2" x 2" x 3/8" 
size. Poly-bagged with header.

No. 1330AE 
SRP $4.25 ea

AD TECH™ 
Full Size Hi-Temp Glue Gun
This full size glue gun provides more glue 
output – one squeeze of the two-finger 
trigger dispenses a 15" line of glue making 
it ideal for larger craft and home decor 
projects needing greater glue volume. 
Gun is equipped with a comfortable grip, 
insulated nozzle, removable stand and a 
5' cord. 40 watt gun uses .44" diameter 
standard glue sticks.

No. Description
Glue gun
AT0397 High temp  
SRP $13.50 ea

10" glue sticks
AT220-11ZIP24 24-pack  
SRP $16.85 pk

4" glue sticks
AT220-14ZIP30 30-pack 
SRP $9.55 pk

AD TECH™
Ultimate Mini  
High Temp Glue Gun
This mini glue gun performs a wide variety 
of jobs. Features the added flexibility of 
accommodating both 4" and 8" mini glue 
sticks. It has an incredibly comfortable 
fit in the hand, comes with an insulated 
nozzle, a sturdy built-in stand, and 8' cord. 
This 20-watt gun uses .28" diameter mini 
glue sticks.

No. Description SRP
Glue gun
AT0442 High temp  $10.95 ea

Glue sticks
AT220-34ZIP30 4", 30-pack  5.15 pk

STANLEY® 
Trigger Feed Hot  
Melt Glue Gun
Quality performance for woodworking, 
general repairs, crafts, and hobbies. Heats 
up quickly and bonds almost anything in 
60 seconds. Trigger feed mechanism and 
nozzle check valve control glue flow. 

No. Description  SRP
GR20 Glue gun  $17.75 ea 
GS20DT 4" sticks,  9.65 pk 
 24-pack

STANLEY® 
Trigger Feed Hot  
Melt Mini Glue Gun
Ideal for craft and hobby applications. 
Small, portable size for bonding jobs  
in tight spaces. Trigger mechanism  
controls glue flow. 

No. Description  SRP
GR10  Mini gun  $9.50 ea

AD TECH™ 
Specialty Glue Gun Mini Sticks
Specialty glue for more specific project 
needs. Sticks are 0.28" diameter for use 
with mini glue guns.

No. Description  SRP
AT221-3415 Glow in the dark  $6.49 pk 
 4" sticks, 24-pack 
AT236-3824 Pro strength   8.79 pk 
 8" sticks, 24-pack 
AT313-3418 Glitter assortment  6.39 pk 
 4" sticks, 18-pack

AD TECH™
Cordless 2 Temp Glue Gun
The convenience and flexibility of two  
guns in one. Simply flip the switch to get 
the right temperature for any project. 
Power-on light indicator. This 40-watt gun 
uses .44" diameter standard glue sticks.

No. Description
Glue gun
AT0443 Multi temp 
SRP $20.95 ea

10" glue sticks
AT220-11ZIP24 24-pack 
SRP $16.85 pk

4" glue sticks
AT220-14ZIP30 30-pack 
SRP $9.55 pk
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NEW
AD TECH™
Mini Glue Gun Kits
Strong-bonding mini glue gun kits created 
for those small craft and home repair 
projects that don´t require a lot of time or 
glue and is suitable for most purposes. 
Contains one 10-watt mini glue gun,  
10 multi-temp glue sticks and a 5-foot 
cord. Works well with metal, plastic, paper, 
cardboard, fabric, wood and more.

No. Description  SRP  
AT05697 Lo-temp kit  $10.95 ea 
AT05694 Hi-temp kit  10.95 ea
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STANLEY®

Trigger Feed Mid-Size 
Dual-Melt Glue Gun
Offers the versatility of both high 
temperature and low temperature  
gluing in one gun. Quality engineering  
for reliable performance. Convenient  
Hi/Lo selector switch. 

No. Description  SRP
GR25 Dual-meltgun  $23.99 ea 
GS25DT 10" sticks,  11.59 pk 
 12-pack

ELMER'S® 
CraftBond® Mini Hot Glue Guns
Advanced formula technology eliminates 
the nuisance of messy glue strings. 
Creates a precise, clear bead with all the 
bond strength needed to easily adhere 
a variety of materials. Glue sticks are 
formulated as all-temp to work in any 
temperature gun currently available. Added 
safety features for maximum use include 
an insulated nozzle for safeguard against 
burns, a safety fuse that shuts the gun off 
automatically if overheated, and built-in 
lifts on both sides of the gun allowing the 
tool to rest safely on its side without glue 
backup. All guns are designed with a 
trigger-fed mechanism to provide continual 
glue flow. Use high temp gun setting to 
bond materials such as wood, plastic, and 
metals. Use low temp gun setting for more 
delicate materials such as silk and foam.

No. Description  SRP
Glue guns
E6048 High temp, 10W $8.90 ea 
E6049 Dual temp, 20W 12.25 ea

Glue sticks
E6055 4", 24-pack  8.35 pk

FREDRIX®

McDonald Photo Products Lamin-All® Adhesive
An acid-free, photographic and art material liquid mounting permanent bond adhesive.

3M  
Super 77™  
Spray Adhesives 
Provides high coverage  
with a fast, aggressive tack.  
Delivers versatility by  
securely bonding many lightweight 
materials. Gives a low soak-in for long 
lasting bonds. Has a long bonding range. 
Use on paper, foil, fabric, wreaths, models, 
cardboard, lightweight wood, foam, 
decorations, and silk flower arrangements.
No. Description  SRP
SUPER77-4 4 oz.  $8.69 ea 
SUPER77-16 10.75 oz.  13.29 ea 
SUPER77-24* 13.57 oz.  21.90 ea

*This product is in violation of VOC (volatile organic 
compound) regulations and thus cannot be sold in the  
state of California.

KRYLON® 
Spray Adhesive
Creates a smooth, flexible, non-wrinkling 
bond with easy removal for repositioning. 
11 oz. can. 

No. K7010 
SRP $11.75 ea

3M 
Spray Mount™  
Spray Adhesives
Repositionable adhesive becomes 
permanent when dry. This pH neutral, 
one-surface adhesive is excellent for 
short term bonding for making layouts, 
keylining, creating package designs, 
photo composition work, and negative 
preparation. Translucent, non-wrinkling, 
with quick tack and low soak-in. Ideal for 
vellum and delicate papers, resists staining 
and bleed through. Bonds most acetate, 
foils, fabrics, light tissues, and newsprint. 
Not suitable for outdoor applications or 
large prints.

No. Description  SRP
6064 4 oz.  $8.75 ea 
6065 10.25 oz.  19.95 ea

3M 
Photo Mount™ 
Spray Adhesives
A strong, clear, professional-grade 
adhesive developed especially for 
mounting photos quickly, easily, and 
permanently. Also excellent for mounting 
art prints, maps, illustrations, etc. Photo-
safe, pH neutral, non-yellowing, and 
non-staining. Recommended mounting 
surfaces include good quality cardstock 
board, Plexiglas, plastic, glass, clean 
metal, and smooth surface foam core.  
Not suitable for outdoor applications.

No. Description  SRP
6090 4.2 oz.  $8.65 ea 
6094 10.3 oz.  19.95 ea

No. Description  SRP
T95001 Quart  $41.75 ea

No. Description  SRP
T95002 Gallon  113.85 ea
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E6049

E6055 Non-stringy

T95002 T95001

NEW
GORILLA GLUE®

Spray Adhesive
Controlled spray adhesive with heavy 
duty bond that dries clear and permanent. 
Repositionable to make applying easy to 
all surfaces. Photo safe and non-yellowing.  
Bonds to wood, fabric, metal, plastic, 
paper and more.

No. G63144 
SRP $12.50 ea
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KRYLON® 
Preserve It!™ 
Sprays
Digital photo and paper protectant that 
more than doubles the life of digital prints. 
UV protection against fading. Moisture 
resistant, acid-free, and archival-safe. 
Resists smudges and stains, reduces 
damage that occurs from handling 
photo/prints, and protects against humid 
environments and accidental spills.  
11 oz. cans.

No. Description
K7026 Gloss finish 
K7027 Matte finish 
SRP $13.75 ea   

CONTE™
Fixative  
Aerosol Spray
A colorless, light 
varnish spray which 
provides protection 
of charcoal, pencil, 
pastel, and chalk 
drawings. Odorless. 
400ml.

No. C50243 
SRP $14.99 ea

SPECTRAFIX
Pastel Fixative
Art-grade milk casein 
with water and pure grain 
alcohol and a tiny amount 
of isopropyl alcohol. 
Alcohol evaporates rapidly 
taking the water with 
it, leaving a thin film of 
casein which quickly dries 
to a protective matte surface. Colorless 
transparency and rapid drying. Minimally 
alter's pastel value and does not change 
hue. The spray comes in a fine mist 
sprayer for a vaporous mist. 12 oz. size

No. SF31270 
SRP $16.95 ea

KRYLON® 
Easy-Tack™  
Repositionable 
Adhesive Spray
For a repositionable bond on light-weight 
materials. May be adjusted, removed, and 
reapplied throughout the life of the bond. 
Features a low odor and is non-staining. 
Use for paper, fabric, craft foam, posters, 
glitter, decorating, photos, and layouts 
with less curling and no wrinkling. 10.25 
oz. can.

No. K7020 
SRP $12.50 ea 

KRYLON® 
Matte Finish Spray
Dries in minutes to a permanent non-
glossy finish on artwork and photographs. 
Provides a durable protective coating.  
11 oz. can. 

No. K1311 
SRP $11.25 ea 

KRYLON®

Low Odor Spray 
Glue
Strong, permanent 
bond. Goes on white 
for visible coverage 
and dries clear. Moveable for easy 
positioning and dries to a permanent bond. 
Convenient for use indoors. Cleans up with 
soap and water. Acid-free. 11 oz. can.

No. K7012 
SRP $12.50 ea

KRYLON®

High Strength  
Spray Adhesive
Superior, permanent 
bond with high contact 
strength. Bonds heavyweight materials like 
wood, metal, plastic, glass, laminate, and 
more. 11 oz. can.

No. K9090 
SRP $14.75 ea

KRYLON® 
Kamar™  
Varnish Spray
Used to protect oil, 
acrylic, and watercolor 
paintings, and to 
maintain a fresh-from-
the-palette look. This 
synthetic varnish protects like a traditional 
damar varnish; however, there are no 
impurities and the finish will not yellow. 
Can be removed using mineral spirits to 
clean a painting, if necessary, in the future. 
11 oz. can. 

No. K1312 
SRP $11.25 ea 

KRYLON® 
Crystal Clear 
Spray
Water-resistant 
permanent finish that 
protects artwork and 
improves contrast. Used to add luster to 
ceramics and models. 11 oz. can. 

No. K1303 
SRP $11.25 ea 

KRYLON® 
UV-Resistant  
Clear Spray
Smudge-proof clear acrylic spray that 
provides a permanent, protective coating 
to protect art, crafts, photography, fabric, 
and valuables against harmful UV rays. 
It is moisture-resistant and will protect 
against fading. 11 oz. can.

No. Description  SRP 
K1305 Gloss  $12.25 ea  
K1309 Matte    12.25 ea

KRYLON®  
Workable  
Fixatif Spray
Dries in seconds to a 
clear finish. Protects 
pencil, charcoal, chalk, 
pastels, calligraphy, layouts, and more 
without smudging, wrinkling, or gloss. 
Compatible with tempera colors and India 
ink.  
11 oz. can.

No. K1306 
SRP $11.25 ea

KRYLON® 
Satin Finish Spray
A permanent, 
protective satin finish 
with a non-yellowing, 
moisture-resistant, 
and smudge-proof 
formulation. Protects 
art, crafts, and 
valuables. Dries clear 
in minutes. 11 oz. can.

No. K1323 
SRP $11.25 ea 
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KRYLON® 
Crystal Clear 
Glaze Spray
Creates a clear 
triple-thick glaze with 
glass-like illusion for 
decoupage, collage, 
papier-mâché, and other 
arts and craft projects. 
12 oz. can. 

No. K0500 
SRP $11.75 ea  

KRYLON® 
Low Odor  
Clear  
Finish Sprays
Permanent, protective 
coating dries within  
15 minutes. Easy soap 
and water cleanup, so 
it's convenient to spray 
even when indoors. 
Clear latex finish.  
11 oz. cans.

No. Description
K7110 Gloss 
K7120 Matte 
SRP $12.25 ea   

KRYLON® 
Gallery Series™  
UV Archival 
Varnish Sprays
Contains Hindered Amine Light Stabilizer 
(HALS) and UV Absorber (UVA) for the 
maximum in UV protection. Varnish is 
removable for conservation with mineral 
spirits or isopropyl alcohol. Choose gloss 
level to provide invisible protection  
(For acrylic use semi-gloss or satin, 
watercolor use matte, oil pastel use matte, 
colored pencil use satin or matte, oil use 
gloss, digital prints use semi-gloss or 
matte). Or, enhance artwork with a level 
higher or lower than the medium used. 
Advanced non-yellowing protection against 
fading, dirt, moisture, and discoloration. 
11 oz. cans.

No. Description
K1375 Gloss 
K1376 Semi-gloss 
K1377 Satin 
K1378 Matte 
SRP $16.25 ea   

KRYLON® 
Gallery Series™  
Fine Art Fixatif Spray
Contains UV light absorbers and 
stabilizers. A low solid fixative that 
provides invisible protection to fragile 
dry media without dissolving whites and 
lights. Safeguards pastel, charcoal, pencil, 
and chalk against dusting, smuding, and 
fading. Provides both workable and final 
protection. 11 oz. can.

No. K1374 
SRP $16.25 ea 

KRYLON® 
Gallery Series™  
Conservation Varnish Sprays
A low molecular weight varnish with the 
same color saturation and appearance 
of dammar, but won't yellow. Contains 
UV light absorbers and stabilizers. 
Protects against fading, dirt, moisture, and 
discoloration. Colors appear saturated, 
and even acrylic paintings look more like 
oil. EZ Touch 360 dial adjusts to spray 
horizontally, vertically, or any angle for a 
perfect finish. Varnish can be removed 
for conservation with mineral spirits. 
Alternating layers of gloss and matte 
varnish will create a semi-gloss or satin 
final finish. Use on oil, alkyd, and acrylic 
paints. 11 oz. can.

No. Description
K1370 Matte 
K1371 Gloss 
SRP $16.25 ea   

ALVIN®

Binder Clips
Made of tempered spring steel with sturdy 
wire handles that can remain upright for 
hanging or fold flat against the clipped 
material for storage. Permanent binding is 
accomplished by removing handles.  
12 per box.

No. Description  SRP
20107 3/4"  $1.99 bx 
50155 1¼"  2.99 bx 
100260 2"  5.79 bx

ALVIN® 
Bulldog Clip
Heavy 3" spring clips with easy grip 
handles. Useful for fastening papers which 
are too thick for paper clips.

No. BCLIP 
SRP $1.85 ea

ALVIN®

3-Hole Paper Punch
Steel construction enables a clean 
punch through 12 sheets of 16 lb. paper. 
Adjustable for 2- or 3-hole. Comes with 
paper guide and rear chip tray.

No. 00780 
SRP $18.50 ea

GENERAL® 
Revolving Punch Plier 
Spring tension, self-opening tool for 
punching round holes in leather, plastic, 
rubber, canvas, cardboard, and similar 
materials. Made of plated steel with 
six tapered and hollow, hardened steel 
punches. Blister-carded.

No. G72 
SRP $17.85 ea

STANLEY® 
Contemporary Staple Remover
Push-style staple remover smoothly lifts 
staples out of paper without tearing. Staple 
grabber eliminates loose staples and is 
faster than pinch removers. 

No. 40000 
SRP $5.49 ea 

STANLEY®

Full Strip Stapler
Quality engineering backed by the 
durability of an all-steel design are among 
the most important features of this tough 
performer. The pusher automatically 
retracts for easy loading of 210 staples. 
Additional features include full rubber 
base pad, rotating clincher for stapling or 
pinning option, staple supply indicator, and 
capability to be used for tacking. 

No. Description  SRP
B515-BK Stapler  $19.49 ea 
SBS191 Staples,   4.39 bx 
 5000/box

STANLEY®

Heavy-Duty Stapler
Maximum capacity 100 sheets (20 lb. 
paper). All metal design with padded base. 
Easy rear staple loading. Adjustable paper 
stop with English and metric rulers.

No. Description  SRP
B310-HDS Stapler  $84.29 ea 
SB35-1/4 1/4" staples,   7.29 bx 
 1000/box 
SB35-3/8 3/8" staples,   8.29 bx 
 1000/box 
SB35-5/8 5/8" staples,   10.59 bx 
 1000/box
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STANLEY®

Light-Duty Sharpshooter™  
Tacker Staple Gun
Perfect for everyday stapling needs 
around the home or office. Also good 
for stretching canvas. Lightweight with 
convenient handle lock. Includes quick 
clear mechanism with chrome-plated  
steel construction. Uses Stanley 
Sharpshooter light-duty staples.  
Blister-carded.

No. Description  SRP
TR45 Tacker  $26.50 ea 
TRA204 1/4" staples,  3.79 bx 
 1000/box 
TRA205 5/16" staples,   3.79 bx 
 1000/box

STANLEY® 
Electric Stapler
Low staple supply indicator light. Optical 
sensor firing mechanism. Uses standard 
staples. Easy push button reloading. Six 
foot long power cord for extra reach. Works 
smoothly on 2 to 20 sheets of paper. 
Rubber feet protect desktops. UL listed. 
Two year limited warranty.

No. Description  SRP
02210 Stapler  $107.19 ea  
SBS191 Staples,   4.39 bx 
 5000/box

VELCRO® brand
Sticky Back™ Tape
Built-in dispensers. Complete flexibility 
provides exact length for each project. 
Black, 15' x 3/4" wide.

No. V90081 
SRP $45.45 ea 

VELCRO® brand
Sticky Back™  
Industrial Strength Tape
Built-in dispensers. Complete flexibility 
provides exact length for each heavy-duty 
project. Black, 15' x 2" wide.

No. V90197 
SRP $74.65 ea 

VELCRO® brand
Sticky Back™ Coins
3/4" diameter circles. Ideal for small jobs 
and craft projects. 40 sets/box.

No. V90139 
SRP $14.45 pk

VELCRO® brand
Sticky Back™  
Square Fasteners
Ideal for smooth surfaces and can be 
used indoors or outside. White, 7/8" x 7/8" 
squares. 12-pack.

No. V90073 
SRP $4.90 pk

VELCRO® brand
Sticky Back™ Strips
Perfect for hanging decorations or light 
tools where nail holes aren’t desirable. 
Four sets/box. 3½" x 3/4" wide.

No. Description
V90075 Black 
V90076 White 
SRP $4.90 pk    

MIDWEST
Cork Roll
Use as one large sheet,  
or cut into smaller sizes/shapes  
for a custom fit or design.  
24" x 48" x 1z".

No. MW3045 
SRP $10.99 rl

ALVIN®

Push Pins
Strong steel pin for inserting into even the 
toughest surfaces. Needle point is 3/8" 
length. 100/box. Clear plastic heads.

No. PP100-CL 
SRP $3.50 bx 

GENERAL®

Grommet Kit
Kit contains 24 brass grommets with 
hole cutter and hardwood backer block, 
hardened steel mandrel and anvil. Setting 
tool has knurled body for greater comfort 
and safety. Sizes are individually marked 
on setting tool and coded with lines on 
anvil. Setting tool and cutter are heat 
treated for long life. Black oxide plating 
prevents rust. 

No. Description  SRP
G71262 Kit, 3/8"  $11.95 kt 
G1261-2 Refills, 3/8",   4.35 pk 
 24-pack

ADHESIVES, TAPES, FINISHING SPRAYS, FASTENERS308

G1261-2

G71262

NEW
VELCRO® brand
HANGables™ 
Removable Wall Fasteners
The perfect way to decorate without 
damaging your walls. Hang frames. Create 
wall collages. Enhance any room with 
ease. Then, when you’re ready, use the 
easy peel tab to remove cleanly. It’s the 
simple way to decorate worry free.

No. Description  SRP  
V95180 Squares  $6.35 ea 
V95181 Strips  6.35 ea 
V95182 Corners  7.95 ea 
V95183 Strips  9.49 ea
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